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pronunciation.Q: Cannot sort on a null reference I
have been trying to sort some lists. The lists that
are to be sorted should not be empty. However,
when I sort them, I get an error: Object reference
not set to an instance of an object The line of code
that error is on is UnionPayInfo.Sort((a, b) =>
a.Parentage == b.Parentage? a.Order - b.Order :
a.Parentage - b.Parentage); The variables a and b
are of the type Customer. The Customer type also

https://urllie.com/2sDK2D


has the following members: Parentage Order This
is probably some obvious error that I just can't
seem to spot. A: If you're getting an "Object
reference not set to an instance of an object"
error, there is some other code that is throwing
the error before your code is even executed. It's
possible that the UnionPayInfo class is null before
you try to access its members. You should set a
breakpoint or add some logging to your code to
see where the error is being thrown. The Boston
Celtics have learned the right lesson from the
Rajon Rondo soap opera. Don't trade your leading
scorer for the world. And it looks like they may
have finally learned that lesson after Chris Paul's
wild gameweek has been removed and Rondo has
been given a clean slate and the full summer to fix
this team. Throughout the NBA's recent high-
stress drama, Boston has acted as the gladiators,
fighting for the title of "World's Worst Owner".
Team president Danny Ainge has been at the
forefront of the Rondo discussion, publicly
apologizing to the point guard and publicly risking
damage to his own team to hang onto him. It
seems, however, that all the more he was trying to
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